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ABSTRACT 
The study of gradings of solvable Lie algebras .Q of finite dimension over a field IF 
of zero characteristic led the authors to the discovery of equidimensional nilpotent 
algebras Q* uniquely determined by I! up to If-isomorphy. Conversely, for any finite 
dimensional Lie algebra B* over lF an algorithm is developed which yields in 
parametric form all solvable Lie algebras 5? determining L3* as the corresponding 
nilpotent algebra. The exposition is independent of Lie grading theory. It organizes in 
a novel way the classification of solvable Lie algebras of given dimension around the 
same task for nilpotent algebras. Every isomorphy class of solvable If-algebras is 
obtained in this way. 
INTRODUCTION 
The classification of isomorphy classes of solvable Lie algebras of a given 
dimension over a field F admits no efficient solution even for modest 
dimensions, say 10. Induction methods from lower dimensions are all but 
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impossible in those cases. Analogous problems for nilpotent Lie algebras of 
comparable dimension over the same field are considerably simpler, although 
they are not easy either. In this article we approach the classification 
problem for solvable Lie algebras in a different way, using a new structural 
property, discovered in [l] and [2], of solvable Lie algebras over any field F. 
The purpose of this article is to form the nilpotent frame 2 * of a solvable 
Lie algebra I! of dimension m over [F and to study its properties. The 
nilpotent frame 2* of I! is a uniquely determined nilpotent Lie algebra of 
the same F-dimension m. As one of the consequences the classification of 
solvable Lie algebras of dimension m is effectively reduced to the same 
problem for the nilpotent algebras of dimension m. 
In this paper we deal only with perfect fields of reference IF. Let us 
remark however, that imperfect fields have a canonical embedding into a 
minimal perfect extension which can be used to generate our results. The Lie 
algebras in this paper are of finite dimension over F or over some finite 
extension of F. Linear Lie algebras over [F are defined as subalgebras of the 
general linear Lie algebra gl(n, ff) which is formed by the matrices of finite 
degree n over F by using the Lie multiplication [a, b] = ab - ba. 
In [3] the semisimple part of the matrix a of degree n over ff was defined 
by C. Chevalley as an element of ffnx” for fields of zero characteristic. We 
extend the definition to perfect fields of any characteristic. The matrix s(a) 
of degree n over F is called the semisimple part of a if it has the following 
three properties: 
(I) There is a square free polynomial P in the variable t over F satisfying 
the matrix equation PCs(a)> = 0. 
(II) s(a) commutes with a under multiplication. 
(III) The difference n(a) = a - s(a) is nilpotent. It is said to be the 
nilpotent part of a. 
The semisimple and the nilpotent part of a are uniquely determined by 
a. There holds the invariance 
s(xax-l) = xs(a)x-‘, n(xax-‘) = xn(a)z-’ 
under similarities by nonsingular matrices X. 
In Section 1 a construction of s(a) and n(a) as polynomials in a with 
vanishing constant term over IF is given and their uniqueness is shown. 
Clearly we have 
s(ha) = As(a) [hEiF, aEgl(n,F)]. (1) 
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We note that for 
a= 
(u~~EIF”~~“~, u,,=O”~~“~, n,~h>O, i,k=1,2, n,+n,=n), (2) 
in reducible form we have 
s(a) = I 44 S12 0 4 a221 1 (3) 
with some matrix s12 of F”ix”k such that s(a) is similar to s(a,,) @s(u,,). 
Any F-derivation of a Lie algebra 2 over IF is a linear transformation of I;! 
over IF. Its semisimple part s(d) also is an F-derivation of 2. Because of the 
invariance of the s-mapping under extension of the field of reference, it 
suffices to deal only with an algebraically closed field IF. In that case there is 
a spectral decomposition 
of 2 under the action of d, with A the set of eigenvalues of d and 
(d - (~la)~~~~~(&J = 0. 
Hence 
s(d)(u) 




where Z.!,,, is supposed to be 0 if (Y + /3 is not in A. Hence for u of gU, zi 
of SD we have 
so that indeed s(d) is a derivation over IF. 
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The elements of the unitary R-algebra u(n) formed by the matrices (ai,) 
of degree n over the complex number field C for which (a,,) = -(og> (t* is 
the conjugate of the complex number 5 over the real subfield W> coincide 
with their semisimple parts. 
In general the mapping s is not additive on a linear F-Lie algebra. In fact 
we will show in Section I that 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) The relation 
s(a + b) = s(u)+ s(b) (a,bEg) (41 
holds for all a, b of a lineur Lie algebra 2 over the field F precisely if the 
irreducible constituents of 52 over F satisfy (4). 
(b) lf F is algebraically closed and (4) holds, then 2 is nilpotent. 
(c) If the linear Lie algebra 2 over an urbitrury field IF is nilpotent, then 
the mapping s is a Lie homomorphism precisely if the irreducible constituents 
of 2 over lF are abelian. In that case s(2) is a diugonuble linear algebra. 
Here a linear Lie algebra ‘2l of degree n over F is said to be diugonuble if 
there is a nonsingular matrix x of degree n over a suitable finite extension IE 
of IF such that the conjugates xbx-’ of the matrices b of 2I are diagonal 
matrices of degree n over [E. It follows that a diagonable IF-Lie algebra is 
abelian. But the converse need not be true, as is shown by the example of the 
one-dimensional Lie algebra of degree 2 which is generated by : i . 
( 1 
If F is an algebraically closed field, then every diagonable F-Lie algebra 
can be transformed by a suitable nonsingular matrix into an IF-linear subspace 
of the abelian associative F-algebra D(n, IF) formed by the diagonal matrices 
(cq 2iik) (a,, . , a, E ff) of degree n over [F. 
We have seen already that the application of the mapping s to the 
derivations of the F-Lie algebra 2 maps Der, 2 into itself. 
If F is algebraically closed, then the restriction of s to Der, 2 is an 
endomorphism if and only if Derr1! is nilpotent and all irreducible con- 
stituents of Der, 2 are abelian. 
The image of the adjoint representation 
(5) 
ad(a)(b) = [a,b] (a,beE), 
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applied to L! is the inner oh-ivation algebra 
inn L! = ad,(Q), (6) 
which is an ideal of Der, L!. The restriction of s to inn L! maps inn I! into 
Der, 2, but in the algebraically closed case the restriction is a homomor- 
phism if and only if inn X! is nilpotent, i.e. if X? is nilpotent. 
But in case [Z, 531 = D(c) is nilpotent, we do succeed in constructing an 
IF-Lie epimorphism of 2 on a diagonable subalgebra of Der, I! as follows. 
The maximal nilpotent ideal NR(Z) of 5?. is called the nilradical of .Q. Its 
factor ideal is abelian in accordance with 
D(2) cNR(l?) ~2.. (7) 
The nilradical consists of all elements r of I! for which s(adZ(r)) = 
s 0 ad,(x) = 0. 
There is a Cartan subalgebra Cart(G) of 2, i.e. a self-normalizing 
nilpotent subalgebra of 2. We have (for proof see e.g. Reference [4]) 
LEMMA 2. 
Cart(z)+NR(g)=Z. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that the mapping s oada restricts to an IF-Lie 
epimorphism of Cart(Q) on the diagonable subalgebra 
3 = s(adaCart(l!)) 
of Derr 2. Its kernel is 
ker(s oada]Cart(Z)) = Cart(X?)flNR(L!). 
Now the mapping 
7:Z+YI, 
T(a + b) = s(ada(a)) [aECart(Q), bENR(c)] 
constitutes an IF-epimorphism on 5? on 2I with NR(c) as kernel. 
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As a consequence of Lemma 2 we have 
THEOREM 1. Let the derived algebra of the Lie algebra L! over F be 
nilpotent. Then the mapping 
(be - T)(a + b) = (a + b) - s(ade(a)) [a E Cart(Q), b E NR(c)] 
is an F-monomorphism of the F-linear space 2. into the F-linear space 
underlying the semidirect sum algebra 2.a IX. Its image is the nilpotent F-Lie 
algebra 
I?* = (Ly - r)(G) 
of the same F-dimension as 2. It intersects I! in NR(Q), an ideal with abelian 
factor algebra both of 2 and of 2*. 
The nilpotent Lie algebra 2* is said to be the nilpotent frame of 2. Over 
characteristic zero fields it is unique up to an isomorphism induced by an 
inner automorphism of 2. (see Section 1). 
EXAMPLE. The solvable nonnilpotent algebra L,,, of F-dimension 2 has 
the multiplication table given by [b,, b,] = -[b,, b,] = b, for a suitable 
F-basis b,, b, such that 
NR( L,,,) = Fb,, Cart( L,,,) = Fb,, Der, L,,, = inn L,,,, 
T(b,) = 0, T(b,) = ad(b,), 
%?*=Fb,+F[b,-ad(b,)], [2*,2*] = 0, 
where 5?* is the 2-dimensional null algebra L,,,. 
Regarding the scope of Theorem 1 we remark that by Lie’s theorem 
every solvable Lie algebra over a characteristic zero field has the property 
that its derived algebra is nilpotent. 
In general, X!* is abelian if and only if NR(z) is abelian, the restriction of 
the action of ad(s) to NR(c) is fully reducible, and the Car-tan subalgebra 
Cart(G) is abelian. 
In Section 1 the proofs of the statements made in this Introduction will 
be given. In Section 2 the algorithm mentioned in the Abstract is developed 
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in eleven steps. It is remarkable that the construction of the nilpotent frame 
of a solvable Lie algebra is functorial (Lemma 3 and also Lemma 4). Finally, 
Section 3 contains some comments and examples. 
1. THE NILPOTENT FRAME OF A SOLVABLE LIE ALGEBRA 
1.1. Remarks on Semidirect Sum Algebras 
We remark that the semidirect sum X@ 8 (or 88 X) of two distributive 
rings X, 2) over IF is not uniquely defined in the way the algebraic sum X@z) 
of Z and 2) is defined (see [5]). The + part of the symbol CEJ and the visible 
relation between @ and @ remind the reader that X@z) is defined as a 
distributive ring with the same additive structure as X@2). The J@ section 
reminds the reader that the multiplication inside the J component is the 
same as in X, and that X is embedded into X @ 2> as an ideal. The @ 2) 
section reminds the reader that the factor ring is isomorphic to 8. In other 
words, X@g consists of ordered pairs (x, y) (x E 2, y E 2)) with operational 
rules 
(x,y)=(x’,y’) * x=x’,y=y’, (8) 
(x,y)+(x’,y’) eJ (r+x’,y+y’), (9) 
(XTY>(X'?Y') - (xx’+ qY)w) + ~V(Y')W~YY') 
- - 
(X,X’=%, Y,Y'E ?I)> (10) 
where 6, : @ + End 5 and 6, : 8 + End J are arbitrary homomorphisms of 
the additive group of 9 into the endomorphism ring of the module %. In 
place of (x, y) we also use the symbol x @ y if no confusion with algebraic 
sum formation is possible. The trivial choice 6, = 6, = 0 defines the algebraic 
sum J @ g of J, g. Usually there are many nontrivial choices for 6, and 6,. 
Naturally, we expect the semidirect sum of two Lie rings X, ?J to be a Lie 
ring. Thus we must confine our consideration to such semidirect sums for 
which 6, = - 6, and 8, is a homomorphism of the Lie ring !J into the 
derivation ring Der X of X. 
The mappings are self-evident in case @ is already given as a Lie ring of 
derivations of X. In that case the operational rules for equality and addition 
of the ordered pairs x, y forming 56 8 are as in (81, (9), but the Lie 
multiplication assumes the form 
KX>YMX’~Y’)l = ([x,x’]+ Y(d- Y'b)JY,Y'l). (11) 
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Everything said so far remains in force in case J, !JJ are algebras over a field 
lF; only the operational rule 
A(x, Y) = (Ax, AY) (AEO (12) 
must be added. 
Semidirect sum algebras of the algebras X, g over F are defined as 
semidirect sum rings with the constraint that a,, 6, are supposed to be 
F-homomorphisms of 8 into End, X. In case X is a Lie algebra over IF and !$I 
is an If-subalgebra of DerlF 2, then the rules (81, (9), (ll), (12) define the 
natural semidirect sum algebra X 8 g representing the Lie algebra analog to 
the holomorph of a group of automorphisms of a group in group theory. 
1.2. Existence and Uniqueness of the Semisimple Part of a Matrix 
The characteristic polynomial of the matrix a of degree n over F is 
defined as the manic polynomial 
x,(t) = det( tZ, - a) 
of degree n over F giving rise to the characteristic equation 
x,(a) = 0 
of Hamilton and Cayley. 
Suppose that m is a manic polynomial in t over F satisfying the equation 
m(a) = 0. (13) 
We want to find a square free divisor P of m and a polynomial f in t over [F 
with vanishing constant term such that the matrix 
s(a) = f(a) (14) 
satisfies the equation 
P(s(a)) = 0 (15) 
and the difference 
n(a) = a - s(a) (16) 
is nilpotent. 
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For example, if m = P2 is the square of the square free polynomial P, 
then we have P(a12 = 0, so that the Taylor expansion of P(f(a)) for 
f(t) = t + P(t)g(t> tg E Utl) consists only of the two terms 
dP(a) 
W(a)) = p(u + wM4) = P(a)+ fm+)~ 
Hence (15) is solved by choosing g in such a way that 
(171 
Since P is square free, it follows that P2, dP( a>/ dt have greatest common 
divisor 1; hence there holds an equation AdP(u)/dt + BP” = 1 for certain 
polynomials A, B in t over [F, which can be found by application of the 
euclidean division algorithm to P2 and dP(a)/dt. Hence (17) is solved by 
setting g = - A. 
In general, for fields of zero characteristic the quotient of m and the 





which we assume to be manic in t over [F. There is a power of P divisible by 
m. Similarly, if [F is perfect of prime characteristic p, then we find a square 
free polynomial P with the property that m divides a power of P, by means 
of differentiation, gcd formation, and pth root extraction (see [6]). There is a 
natural number v < rr such that m I P”, m ‘r Pup’. If v = 1, then m itself is 
square free, m = P, and s(u) = a. If v > 1, then by the same construction as 
the one used above we find a polynomial fl(t)= t + P(t>g,(t) (gl E lF[t]) 
such that P(f,(u)) E P(u>“F[u]. H ence P(f,(u)) = 0, s(u) = a + P(u)g,(u), 
f=fl ifY=2.Ifv>2,thenwehave 
w-lia[ G] E P(u>U~[ul, v+1 w-1) 2 (a)=% 
[ I 
v+l 
[ 1 - <v, 2 s(o) = 4flW. (18) 
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Thus the task of computing s(a) is reduced to the lesser task of finding 
s( f,< a)). We find the polynomial f inductively. 
We observe that the matrix s(a) = f(a) belongs to the linear, associative, 
and commutative algebra (5~) generated by Fa, that n(a) = a - s(u) gener- 
ates the nilpotent ideal n(u)(lFu) of (Fu), that s(a) generates the semisim- 
ple [F-algebra (Es(a)), that its intersection with n(u>(Fu) is zero, and that 
(Fa) is the direct sum of @s(u)) and the nilpotent ideal n( u)(Fu). Hence 
that ideal equals the maximal nilpotent ideal of (ff a): 
n(a)Va) = J((Ea)), Pa) = (Es(a)> 9J(Pa)). (19a) 
The uniqueness of s(u) is seen as follows. Let s’ be a matrix of degree n 
over F with the properties that s’ satisfies a separable algebraic equation over 
IF, that s’u = us’, and that n’= a - s’ is nilpotent. As above, it follows that ff s’ 
generates the semisimple F-algebra (Es’), and that 
n’(lFs’, 5u) = J((LFs’, 5u)) = J, (IFs’,[Fu) = (5s’)-eJ. 
Hence n(u) E J, a = s(u) = s’ (mod J), and s’ = s(u) + 6, 6 E J. The equa- 
tion P(s(u)) = 0 implies the equation P(s’) = 0. Hence upon introducing the 
modified higher differential operations 
&“‘(~‘“) = (;)p-v, 
we obtain the Taylor expansion 
On the other hand 
0 = P(s’) = P(s(u)+ a), 
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so that 
But similar to (IT), there holds the equation 
dP 
Alz + B,P = 1 (19b) 
for certain polynomials A,, B, in t over F, implying the equation 
dP 
hence the factor --(s(a)) is an invertible matrix. It follows that S is 
dt 
contained in SJ. But since 6, a member of J, is nilpotent, it follows that 
6 = 0, s’= s(u), n’= n(u), as required. 
We have seen already that for any matrix a of Fnx” there is a polynomial 
P, of fit] with vanishing constant term for which s(a) = P(a). Let us add the 
remark that there also is a polynomial I’,’ of F[t] with vanishing constant 
term for which 
ad,.x.(s(u)) = P;(adF”X”(a)). (2Oa) 
It suffices to prove the linear dependence of the left side of (20a) on the 
powers of adF”4u) f or an algebraic closure IE of F. After suitable similarity 
transformation we have 
s 
a= a-3 ui, 
i=l 
‘(‘) = ~ (Yizni’ 
i=l 
ai E IF”iX”1, (ai-*iZni)“‘=O, S,niEH>” (l<i<S), 
n = n, + n2 + f * * + n,, (2ob) 
where (Ye, (Ye,. . . , a, are the distinct eigenvalues of a; hence there holds the 
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direct decomposition 
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pxn= 6 & Xik, 
i=l k=l 
(2oc) 
where Xik is the nink-dimensional F-linear space of the matrices of matrices 
(x6ii&f) with x in F”lx”k, so that A = adFnx”(a> leaves Xi, invariant with 
(Y~ - ok as the only eigenvalue, whereas B = ad,.x,,(s(a)) multiplies every 
element of Xik by q - (Y,+. Hence upon applying the Chinese remainder 
theorem to the sum over the eigenspaces of A, it is found that B is an 
F-linear combination of A, A’, . . . . 
We note that 
s(adF”x”(s(u))) = adFq8x.(s(a)). (2od) 
1.3. Proof of L.emma 1 
Part (a) of Lemma 1 follows immediately from Chevalley’s observation on 
reducible matrices. 
Now we let (4) be satisfied identically on the linear Lie algebra 2 over 
the algebraically closed field IF. We are going to show that I! is nilpotent. 
Proof of part (b) of Lemma 1. If 5Z is not nilpotent, then by Engel’s 
theorem there is an element a of I! for which adz(a) is not nilpotent. Since 
IF is algebraically closed, it follows that there is a nonzero element b of I! 
and a nonzero element A of F for which [a, b] = hb. Upon replacement of a 
by h-la we assume without loss of generality that 0 # b = [a, b] = [b, - a]. 
The F-linear space I! is a representation space of the restriction of ad, to the 
solvable Lie algebra 2, = Fa + Fb such that (4) is satisfied and b is not in 
the kernel. Let m be a representation space of 2, of smallest F-dimension 
such that (4) is satisfied and bm z 0. We are going to show a contradiction. 
Let m = @ a E *ma be the spectral decomposition of m as a direct sum of 
the generalized eigenspaces of a acting on m with the eigenvalues (Y 
forming the finite subset A of [F. The relation [a, b] = b and the Jacobi 
identity imply that bm, c m, + 1 if CY + 1 E A; otherwise bm, = 0. Hence b 
is nilpotent if the characteristic of F is zero. 
If m is irreducible, then there is an element (Y of A and a nonzero 
element u0 of m such that au, = ~yua. There is a natural number p such 
that the elements 
UO’ 
u,=bu,, . . . . up_I=hp-z 
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of m are linearly independent, but there holds a linear relation 
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CL-1 
uIL =bu,_,= c h,Ui 
i=O 
with coefficients A,, A,, . . . , h,_l, in F. The relation [a, b] = b and the Jacobi 
identity imply that 
Hence 
CL-1 
m= C Fu. 1) 
i=O 
and the action of a on m is diagonable. Similarly it follows that the action of 
a + b on m is diagonable. Hence it follows from (4) that 
b=(a+b)-a=s(u+b)-s(u)=s(a)+s(b)-s(u)=s(b), 
also the action of b is diagonable. 
Since A, # 0 by irreducibility, it follows that the characteristic of IF is a 









. . A FL-2 
1 0 
which is not diagonable, a contradiction. 
Hence m is reducible. There is a maximal 2i-invariant linear subspace 
m’ of m properly contained in m, and it is not zero. Because of the 
minimality of m we have bm c m’, bm’ = 0. Since bm # 0, it follows that 
there is an element LY of A and an element u. of m such that u. E mcr, 
bu, + 0. It follows that there are linearly independent elements uo, ur, . . . , u, 
of m such that UEZ”, au,_i = oui_r + ui (0 < i <v), au, = (YU,. By 
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ui E m’, bui = 0, 
where 
o<i<v, 0 # bu, E m,,, fl m’, 
a(bu,) = (a + l)bu,, b( bu,) = 0. 
Hence, due to the minimality of m, the elements ua, ui,. . . , uy, bu, form an 
[F-basis of m. 
It follows that the action of a is diagonable and the action of b is 
nilpotent. Similarly it follows that the action of a + b is diagonable. As 
above, it follows from (4) that the action of b is diagonable. But b is 
nilpotent. Hence bm = 0, a contradiction. n 
Proof of part (c) of Lemma 1. Firstly let us assume that there is a linear 
nilpotent Lie algebra 2. for which the mapping s provides an epimorphism 
of 2 on the linear Lie algebra s(2) such that there is a nonabelian 
irreducible constituent of 2. We assume that the degree of I! is as small as 
possible. Hence 2 is nonabelian. From the minimal property of 2. it follows 
that 2 is irreducible nonabelian. Therefore it contains a Heisenberg algebra 
H with basis elements p, q, e and multiplication table 
[,I P 9 e 
I P e 9 -e e 
as subalgebra. 
If 2 = s(2), then without loss of generality we can assume L! = H. Thus, 
by the minimal property of 2, 2 is irreducible. If 2 is not absolutely 
irreducible, then we can replace [F by a maximal subfield of the centralizer of 
2 as a new field of reference, thus lowering the degree of 2. Thus 2 is 
absolutely irreducible. Hence, every element of 2. has only one eigenvalue 
(see [7]). Hence, every element of L! = s(2) is a scalar; hence 2 is abelian, a 
contradiction. 
Hence 2. # s(2). If s(2) is nonabelian, then there is also a nonabelian 
irreducible constituent of s(X!!). Upon replacing 2 by s(2) = ~(~(52)) in the 
argument given above, we obtain a contradiction. Hence s(2) is abelian. It 
follows that s([x, y]) = [s(x), s(y)] = 0 for any two elements x, y of 2; hence 
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[2,QJ consists of nilpotent linear transformations. Since 2 is irreducible, it 
follows that [2,2] = 0, a contradiction. Thus it is demonstrated that any 
linear nilpotent Lie algebra 2 for which the mapping s provides a Lie 
epimorphism on s(2) has only abelian irreducible constituents. 
Conversely, let 2 be a linear nilpotent Lie algebra with the property that 
all irreducible constituents are abelian. We want to show that s provides an 
epimorphism of 2 on s(2) and that s(2) is diagonable. Without loss of 
generality we assume that the field of reference is algebraically closed. 
Hence by assumption all irreducible constituents of I! have degree 1. We 
can assume without loss of generality that 2 is indecomposable and that I! 
consists of upper triangular matrices. Since 2 is nilpotent, it follows that 
every element x of 2 has only one eigenvalue h(x) up to multiplicity. 
Hence we have s(x) = h(x)Z,, s(r + y) = s(x) + s(y), s&r, yl) = 0 = 
[s(x), s(y)] (see e.g. [i’]). Hence s provides an epimorphism of the Lie 
algebra 2 on the Lie algebra s(2). Thus part (c) of Lemma 1 is demon- 
strated. n 
1.4. Proof of Theorem 1 
The nilpotency of 2.* is a consequence of the nilpotency of the ideal 
NR(J?) of 2. together with the nilpotency of the derivation (Lo - 7Xx) of 2 
inherent in the definition of T in accordance with Engel’s theorem. It is clear 
that r(NR(Q)) = 0, so that NR(2) = NR(n!)@ 0 is an ideal both of 2 = 2 @O 
and of 2* with abelian factor algebra of the same IF-dimension as 2 /NR(Q). 
The functorial character of the nilpotent frame construction is set in 
evidence by the self-evident 
LEMMA 3. 
(a) For any epimorphism r of the Lie algebra I! on a diagonable 
subalgebra r(2) of Der, 2 and fw any epimorphism E of 2 on the algebra 
2’ over 5 satisfying the hypothesis 
r(ker ..s)L! + r(c)(ker e) c ker E, (21) 
there is the induced epimorphism 
7’:2’+ 7’(2’), 
ew(4Y)) = 44X)(Y)) 
of 2’ on the diagonable subalgebra ~‘(2’) of Der, 2’. There are epimor- 
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phisms 
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E:7(i?) + T’(C’), 2:2eT(2)-tI!‘eT’(2’), 
E(T(X)) = T’(E(%-)), qx@T(y>) = E(+J+(Y)) (X,Y EC?). 
(b) Ij- th e e ve a ge d ri d 1 b ra of 2 is nilpotent, then the derived algebra of 
2’ is nilpotent. 
(c) Moreover, if there is a Cartan subalgebra Cart(2.1 f~ which r(a) = 
s(adE(a)) (a E Cart(S)), then .s(Cart(2)1= Cart(2’) is a Cartan subalgebra of 
2’ and we have +(a’) = s(ada,(a’)) (a’ E Cart(2’)). 
As an example for Lemma 3 let us point out that for any representation I 
of finite degree m of the solvable Lie algebra 2 over lF for which I(ker T) 
consists of nilpotent matrices, and for any element a of Cart(c), there is a 
polynomial P{,,, of F[t] with vanishing constant term for which 
s(r(a>) = Pi-&r(a)); 
hence there is the [F-homomorphism 4 of r(Cart(2)) on a diagonable 
subalgebra of PXm mapping T(a) on s(I’(a)> [a E Cart(E)]. Moreover, the 
mapping 
rxx + Y) = w + 4(y) [-g!, Y-(z)] 
provides a representation of degree m of 2 '~-T(Q) over [F. It restricts to a 
representation I* of the nilpotent frame 2* of 2 mapping 
(L - T)(U + b) on n(lY(a)) + r(b) [aECart(Q), bENR(G)]. 
For another example, any automorphism o of the Lie algebra L! over the 
field IF induces the automorphism i3 of Der, 2 over [F defined by setting 
z(d)(x) = 44x)) (dEDer,X!, XE~), 
so that the mapping of w on 53 provides a canonical homomorphism of 
Aut, 2 into Autr(Der, 2). The application of w to a Cartan subalgebra 
Cart( 2) yields another Cartan subalgebra of 2. It follows from Lemma 3 for 
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o = E, .X? = Q’, Cart(X?‘) = w(Cart(G,>) that Q’* = c* in case the derived 
algebra of Q. is nilpotent. 
Now the uniqueness of the nilpotent frame of L! over the characteristic 
zero fields stated at the end of Theorem 1 follows from the fact that any 
Cartan subalgebra of li! is obtained by application of a suitable automor- 
phism o of X? over IF to Cart(X?) that is the product of automorphisms of the 
form exp(adE(z)) with z in [X!, 21. We observe that those automorphisms 
form a group, because ad,[P, Q] is nilpotent, so that multiplicative closure is 
implied by the Hausdorff formula. 
This was shown for algebraically closed fields of zero characteristic in 
[8, Theorem 16.21. But the proof given there carries through for arbitrary 
fields F of zero characteristic, as follows. 
Let L! be a finite dimensional solvable Lie algebra of minimal dimension 
such that there are two Cartan subalgebras S, S’ that are not conjugate under 
an automorphism of the form exp(ad8(z)) with ,z in [JZ,Q]. It follows that 2 
is not nilpotent. It contains a minimal ideal A # 0. We observe that 
(S + A)/A,(S’+ Al/A are Cartan subalgebras of the solvable Lie algebra 
L! /A. Because of the minimality of 5? there is an element z’ of [X?, G] such 
that exp(ade(z’>>(S + A) = S’ + A. Upon replacement of S’ by 
exp(-ada( we can assume without loss of generality that S + A = 
S’ + A. Our assumption implies that S # S’, hence A e S. Because of the 
minimality of X? it follows that X! = S + A. Because of the minimality of A it 
follows that [A, A] = 0, A n S = 0. Since the center C(c) of 2 is contained 
in every Cartan subalgebra, it follows that A n C(c) = 0. If C(Q) # 0, then 
C(c) contains a minimal ideal # 0 of L! which has nonzero intersection with 
C(c), a contradiction. Hence C(Z) = 0, C,(A) = 0, and ad,(S)]A provides a 
faithful irreducible representation r of S with A as representation space. By 
the theorem of Lie, adJS>lA generates a finite extension E of IF, there is the 
E-isomorphism 4 of the E-module E on A mapping A on ha, (A E IE, a, a 
fixed element # 0 of A). There is the F-isomorphism of S on S’ mapping x 
of S on r + a(x)(a,> E (X + A)n S’, where cy is an F-linear mapping of S in 
E satisfying the condition 
[x + a(x)(a,),x’+ a(x’)(a,)] =o (X,X’E S), 
i.e. 
i.e. 
r(x)a(x’) = IyX’)cY(X), 
c+)r(x)-l = l (OZXES) 
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with constant element 5 of IE. Hence 
so that the IF-automorphism exp(ada(-- Caa)> of 2 maps S on S’, a contradic- 
tion. 
We remark without proof 
LEMMA 4. L.et I! 1, L? 2 be two Lie algebras over IF with the property that 
the derived algebra is nilpotent. Then the nilpotent frame of the algebraic sum 
L!, @ 2 2 is [F-isomorphic to the algebraic sum of the nilpotent frames of r! 1, 2 2: 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOLVABLE 
WITH GIVEN NILPOTENT FRAME 
LIE ALGEBRAS 
We sum up the algebraic situation underlying the construction of the 
nilpotent frame by the Hasse diagram 
0 
where !2, i?* are equidimensional ideals of 2 8 4.2) satisfying the relations 
I! n i?* = NR(c), Z++*=Q@7(L!)=li!*/7(Ii!), (22a) 
2* n 7(C) = 0, (22b) 
[~(2),2*] c NR(2). (22c) 
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It follows that there is the monomorphism 
E:T(~) + Derrz*, 
&(T(x))((L - T)(Y)) = (L - T)(T(x>(Y)) (XPY EQ) (23) 
of ~(2) into the If-derivation algebra of Q* over [F. 
We observe that the action of ad ee7ce,(~(i?)) on 2 is diagonable and the 
action on ~(2) is null; hence the Lie algebra ad,,,,,,(~(Q)) is diagonable. It 
follows that the restriction to 2* is diagonable; hence ET(~) is diagonable. 
Thus we have the epimorphism 
T*:L!*+&T(1!), 
T*((L-T)(X))=-&T(X) (XEQ) (24) 
of the nilpotent Lie algebra 2* on the diagonable subalgebra ET(~) of 
DerrQ* over [F. The kernel of T* is NR(2). 
Finally there is the isomorphism 
77(X~T(Y))=(L--7)(X)~(--ET7(X+Y)) (X,Y ~21, (25) 
which sets in evidence that 2* is derived from 2 by way of a twisting of 
i?!eT(i!). 
Let us reverse the twist. 
THEOREM 2. 
(a) For every nilpotent Lie algebra 2* over the field IF and fw every 
epimorphism T* of 2* on a diagonable subalgebra of Der, 2* over iF 
satisfying 
T*(Q*)(~*) C ker T*, @a) 
the mapping 
L*-T*:ii?*+z*+T*(r!*), 
(L*--*)(X*)=X*-T*(X*) (x*=2*) (26b) 
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is a monomorphism of the F-lineur space underlying XZ* onto the linear space 
underlying II?* G-~*(i?*) over ff with the property that the image 
2. = (L* - T*)(Q*) (26~) 
is a solvable Lie algebra over F with Q* as nilpotent frame and with 
kerr*=NR(Z)=X?nC* (26d) 
as nilradical. 
(b) The two epimorphisms T*, T*' of 5.?* on diagonable subalgebras of 
DerlF JZ* over a characteristic zero field IF, both of which satisfy (26a), give 
rise to [F-isomorphic solvable Lie algebras precisely if there is un automor- 
phism w of I?.* over [F for which 
--I T*‘= wr*w ) (27) 
where W is the canonical image of o in AutIF(DerlF n!*). 
Proof of (a) of Theorem 2. Since r*(Z*) is diagonable, it follows that 
T*(Z*) is abelian. It is isomorphic to the factor algebra of C* over the kernel 
of T*; hence [~!*,X?*]C ker T*. Because of (26a) the factor algebra 
Z* 8 7*(X! *) over ker T* is abelian. Since 2 is a linear subspace of L! * G- 
7*(X?*) over [F containing ker T *, it follows that 2 is a solvable IF-subalgebra 
which is an ideal of L?* 8 T*(C*) such that if (26~) is satisfied, ker T* is a 
nilpotent ideal of 2. 
We want to show that ker T* is the nilradical of .Q.. For this purpose we 
must show that for every element y of 2 not contained in ker T* the adjoint 
operation ada restricted to ker T* is not nilpotent. 
Since ad,( y>(G) c ker r*, it suffices to show that ada( y) is not nilpotent. 
Since X?* $T*(L!*) = 2 + T*(L?*) and [y, r*(n!*)] c ker T*, it suffices to show 
that rj = adyoTcC,(y) is not nilpotent. It is even enough to show that the 
restriction of tj to L?* is not nilpotent. But by construction y = x* - 7*(x*), 
where x* is an element of C* not contained in ker T*. By assumption C* is 
nilpotent of finite class c, so that L?* XL?*~ 2 .. . ~Z*c+l = 0, ylG* = 
ada,( 7*(x*), ada!.(x*XQ*“)cli!*“+’ (1 <i < c), ~*(r*)(i?*~)~l!*~. 
Since x* is not contained in ker T*, it follows that 7*(x*) is a nonzero 
diagonable linear transformation. Hence there is at least one index i for 
which 1 Q i < c, r*(x*)(L!.*‘)p (C*)““. Since T-*(X*) is diagonable, it fol- 
lows that 7*(x*) acts diagonably on X?*‘/(Z*>““, but it does not annihilate 
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z*i/(c*)i+l. Hence 9 also acts diagonably on 2*i/(2*)“‘, but it does not 
annihilate 2*i/(2*)i+1. Hence the action of 9 on c* is not nilpotent. 
Thus we have demonstrated that ker r* is the nilradical of Z. Now we 
want to show that 2 * is the nilpotent frame of 2. 
For this purpose we observe that for every element y* of r*(L!*) the 
action of 9 = ad ,Q*~~*(~*)(Y) on 2* is diagonable. Since @CT*@*)) = 0, it 
follows that 0 is diagonable; hence the restriction of 9 to 2. also is 
diagonable. Hence there is the epimorphism 
r:L!+ad e*,,*oZ*,(r*(~*))P > 
T((L*- T*)(x*)) = - ljp (x* E ii?*, y = T*(x*)) 
of 2. on the diagonable subalgebra 
T(Q) = ad,*,T*ce*,(T*(I!*))Il! 
of DerlF 2 over [F such that the mapping 
(L-T)(X)=X-T(X) (X=2) 
is an isomorphism of the linear space 2. on the linear space 2* over [F. 
We complete the proof that 2* is the nilpotent frame of 2 by showing 
LEMMA 5. Let I! be a solvable Lie algebra over IF, and T an epimor- 
phism of L! on a diagonable subalgebra of Derr 2 over F for which 
(L - 7x2) is a nilpotent ideal of 2 Ck~(i?). Then 
ker r = NR(2), (28a) 
and there is the Car-tan subalgebra IJ = Cz(~(2)) of 2 fm which 
T(h) = s(adg<h>) (h=b). (28b) 
Proof. The centralizer of T(~Z) in 2 is the If-subalgebra h formed by the 
elements of L! that are annihilated by the derivations in ~(2). The derivation 
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algebra ~(2) is a diagonable subalgebra of Der, I_?!; hence it is abelian and we 
have 
2 = Jj + T(Z)(Z). 
Since I! / D(c) is abelian and D(c) is an ideal of 2’ = x! &r(Q), it follows 
from the nilpotency of the ideal (L - 7x2) of L?’ that the ideal 
(L - TXL?)/D(Z) of 2’I/D(5J) IS nilpotent and that the restriction of ~(2) to 
I! /D(Q) is nilpotent. Since the elements of r(g) are diagonable derivations 
of 2, it follows that they centralize 2 /D(Z), so that 
By assumption the expression (L - TX/I) = h - T(h) is contained in a nilpo- 
tent ideal I? for every h of Jj; hence adu.(h -T(h)) is nilpotent. The 
restriction to Ij is adh(h), and it is also nilpotent. Therefore h is nilpotent by 
Engel’s theorem. 
There hold the equations 
ad,(h) = [ad,(h)- T(h)] + T(h) (hEb) 
in Der, 2, where the two derivations on the right commute one with 
another. But T(h) is diagonable, whereas adz(h)- T(h) is nilpotent. Hence 
(28b) is a consequence of the characterization of the semisimple part of 
adz(h) contained in Section 1.1. 
We have 
T(D(~))=T([t~])= [+)J(~>] =o, 
T(Q) = T(6 + D(c)) = T(q) + T( D(g)) = T(b) 
Since h is the null space of the diagonable action of ~(2) on 2, it follows 
that h is self-normalizing in JZ. Hence EJ is a Cartan subalgebra of li!. 
By definition we have 
We know already that 
D(c) C ker T, 
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and that (L - 7x2) is a nilpotent ideal of 2. Hence ker T is contained in the 
nilradical NR(z) of 2. On the other hand, for any element x of NR(J?) we 
know that s(ada(x)> = 0. Therefore T(X) = 0 for r in NR(2jr-1 f~ because of 
(28b), and 
NR(Q)nhckerr. 
Now we conclude from 
r!=t,+D(Z)=Lj+kerr=lj+NR(C) 
that 
NR(I!) = kerr. n 
Note that the ideality of (L - TXI!) is essential for Lemma 5, as the 
counterexample provided by X! = L, = [Far with T(u,)(u,) = a, shows. 
Proof of(b) of Theorem 2. Assuming that T*, T*' are two epimorphisms 
of I! * on diagonable subalgebras of Der, L! such that (26a) is satisfied for 
both r* and T*' and there is the F-isomorphism E of the solvable Lie algebra 
I3 = CL* - T*XZ*) on the solvable Lie algebra C’= CL*‘- r*‘XZ*), then 
izcBT(2) =2*@7*(2*), 7:2+7(2)&7~(L*-T*)=-7*, 
sit* = (L - T)(2), 
Pc37’(2’) =2*cl37*'(2*), r’:fJ”,Q* & 7’o(‘*‘-T*‘) = -T*‘, 
Iii?* = (d- T')(l!'), 
and in accordance with the last paragraph of Theorem 1 there is the 
F-epimorphism 
El:.Qe7(2) +2’6-T’(2’) 
for which El2 = E, .CT(~) = T'CL!'), and 2 0 T = 7'0 E. It follows that for all x 
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of L! we have 
= ((d- 7’) 0 &)(x); 
2(x?*) = Q*; 
.?~k’* is an automorphism o of 5?* over IF; T*’ 0 E = 73 0 T*, where O is the 
canonical injection of w in Autr(Der, JZ*); and hence Theorem 2(b). n 
In order to classify the isomorphy classes of solvable Lie algebras 5? with 
given nilpotent frame X?* over the algebraically closed field [F of zero 
characteristic, we apply eleven computational steps which are exemplified for 
the null algebra 5?. * = L n 
the complex number field. 
1 with n basis elements b,, b,, . . . , b, over [F = C, 
STEP 1. Form the canonical injection A of Aut r Q* into the automor- 
phism group of Der, 5?* over [F. 
In our case we have Aut, J?* = GL(n, IF>, Der, ,Q* = gl(n, E), 
A = Inn(GL(n, IF)) = PGL(n, F). 
STEP 2. Form an ordered representative list R(Cart(Derr 2*)/A) of the 
A-conjugacy classes of Cartan subalgebras @* of Derr 5?*. 
Step 2 is necessary because any diagonable subalgebra of Der, Q* is 
contained in the center of some Cartan subalgebra of Der, X!*. 
According to a theorem of Chevalley all Cartan subalgebras of a C-Lie 
algebra are conjugate under the inner automorphism group. Hence in the 
example the desired list R(Cart(Der, 2*)/A) consists only of one member, 
viz. the Cartan subalgebra D(n,C> f ormed by the diagonal matrices of 
degree n over C. 
STEP 3. Form s(@*) for @* E R(Cart(DerrL!*)/A). 
Step 3 is needed because ~*(2*) is a diagonable subalgebra of 6”; 
hence it is contained in s(@*>. 
In our example we have s(D(n,C>) = D(n,C), where D(n,C) is the 
commutative and associative subalgebra of Cnx” that is formed by the 
diagonal matrices. 
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STEP 4. Form a representative set S(Q*/s(@*)) of the A-conjugacy 
classes of Lie subalgebras of SC@*>. 
This is needed because T*(C*) is a subalgebra of SC@*) which is unique 
up to A-conjugacy. 
In our example we must determine the C-subalgebras of D(n,@> up to 
PGL(n,C) conjugacy. Note that every C-linear subspace X of D(n,C) is a 
@-Lie subalgebra. It generates an associate C-subalgebra (X) of D(n,C). 
LEMMA 6. ( X ) is PGL(n, @)-conjugate to precisely one of the subalge- 
bras 
where u1,u2,...,u,~ZZo; Z~+iu,<nn; ej=(Sijakj) (l,<j<n); Eij= 
K= le/lij+k (1 Q j < ui); CL11 = O; Pifl.1 = pi1 + vii Cl< i Q n); pij =/-Ail + 
(j - l)i (1 < j < vi). 
Proof. (X) is semisimple; hence it is the center of its centralizer in 
63 nXn and it is the algebraic sum of one dimensional @-algebras generated by 
the diagonal idempotents that are orthogonal one to another. It follows that 
transformation by permutation matrices suffice to find all conjugate of (X) in 
D(n,@). Show that the S(u,, u2,. . . , un) suffice as representatives. n 
For example, for n = 2 we have S(O,O) = 0, S(1, 0) = Ce,, S(2,O) = 
D(2, C), S(0, 1) = @I, as representatives of the associative subalgebras of 
D(2, C>. 
LEMMA 7. Let (X) = S(u,,u,,..., u,) as defined in Lemma 5. Then any 
PGL(n, C> conjugate Y of X for which (Y) = (X) can be obtained by means 
of conjugation of X by a matrix from the permutation group G(u,, us,. . . , un) 
that consists of all permutation matrices transforming the E,, among them- 
selves. Actually it susices to use only the subgroup G*(u,, u2,. , . , u,) of those 
permutation matrices in G( ul, u2, . . . , u,) leaving jfixed if CySliui <j < n 
and permuting the ui numbers a + ki + IC;li j uj (0 B k < vi) among each 
otherforalla=1,2,..., iandforeachfixedi=1,2 ,..., n. 
The proof of Lemma 7 is clear. It remains to classify the 
G*(u,, u2,. . . , u,)-conjugacy classes of those C-linear subspaces of 
S(u,,u,,..., u,) containing a matrix X7= ,Cy; lhij E ij with nonzero complex 
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number coefficients hij that are distinct one from another. As a result we 
obtain a representative set S(r!*/s(@*)). 
For example, for I!* = L,,, the representative set S(~?*/S(@*)) con- 
sists of 
0; Ce,; C(e,+e2Vioe2) ((I!E[W, O<a<+); 
@(ei+Pea) (O<IPl<I); D(2,C); @I,. 
STEP 5. Remove from S(C*/s(@*)) those representatives X for which 
dimFX>dimlFL?*/[5Z*,Q*]+X(1!*) (29) 
in order to obtain the restricted list S’(Q*/s(@*)). 
This is because (29) is not satisfied in case there is an epimorphism r* of 
c* on X satisfying (26a). 
For example, for ,?.* = L,,, we must remove all but 0 and Ce,. 
STEP 6. In case 6 I*, 6: are two members of R (Cart(DerF 2*)/A) and 
6: is earlier in the ordering than a;, Xi E S’(Q*/s(@F )>, X, E 
S’(.%*/s(@,,*)), and X2 is A-conjugate to Xi, remove X2 from S’(Q*/s(@z)). 
After all deletions of this kind revised lists S”(~?.*/S(@*)) are obtained for 
@* E R(Cart(Der, 53*)/A). 
In our example we have S”(z*/s(@*)) = S’(!G*/s(Q*)). 
STEP 7. For each X of each S”(~?*/S(@*)> form the normalizer 
AL(X) = %“t&* (X) = {+ E AutlFQ* & E(X) = X} 
of X relative to Aut r c*. 
For example for 2 * = La, 1 we have 
N(0) = Aut, Q*, N(@e,)= 
i[ II i f a,pEc&&(ys#O * 1 
STEP 8. For each X of each S”(5Z*/.s(@*)) form a representative 
R(LL?*, X) of the N(X)-conjugacy classes of the IF-linear subspaces Y of 
set 
5?* 
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satisfying 
[2*,x!*] + x(2*) G Y, 
dim, i?*/ Y = dima, X. 
(3Oa) 
(Sob) 
Note that Y is an ideal of I?* with abelian factor algebra. We need the 
Y’s as kernel of the epimorphisms r* of .Q* on X which are going to define 
the solvable Lie algebras L! with 5I?* as nilpotent frame. The application of 
any (Y of N(X) does not change X and produces isomorphic results. 
For example, for G* = I,,, 1 we have either 
X=0, Y=L,,, or r*(b,)=e,, zj=@b,. 
STEP 9. For each Y of R(G*, X) form the normalizer N(X, Y) = {a 1 a E 
N(X) & a(Y) = Y} of Y in N(X). 
We must do this in order to weed out isomorphic constructions for L! as 
mentioned above. 
For example, for L! * = L,, r we have N(X,Y) = N(X) in both cases. 
STEP 10. For each Y of R(E*, X) we form a representative set 
R(i?*, X,Y> of the IF-linear mappings r* of Q* on X with Y as the kernel 
modulo the group N(X, Y)lY. 
For example for 5?* = L,,, we obtain two solutions: 
(1) x=0, Y=L,, T*=o. > ’ 
(2) X = Ce,, Y = Cb,, r*bz = e,, r*b, = 0. 
STEP 11. Each T* of R(i!**, X, Y) defines a solvable Lie algebra 2 in 
accordance with Theorem 2 such that Z* is the nilpotent frame of 2. 
The list of all L! for all T* of all R(n!*, X, Y) forms a representative set 
R(ii*) of the [F-isomorphy classes of solvable Lie algebras with I?* as 
nilpotent frame. 
For example, for 5?* = L,, 1 . the hst R(L,,) consists of L,,, and L,,. 
3. COMMENTS AND EXAMPLES 
The algorithm exhibited at the end of Section 2 requires for its imple- 
mentation the use of the concept of parametric Lie algebras, because there 
may be infinitely many nonisomorphic solvable Lie algebras with the same 
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nilpotent frame. For example, the abelian algebra La,, of dimension 3 over R! 
gives rise to the one-parameter system of solvable nonisomorphic Lie alge- 
bras L,,,(a): 
L3.2(4 
[ > 1 bl b2 b3 
bl 0 b, 4 -I--- b, -17, 0 0 -l<a<l, b, - ab, 0 0 
as well as to the Lie algebra L, 3: 
L 3.3 
[ a I b, b, b, 
b, 0 b, -b, -I--- b, -b, 0 0 b, b, 0 0 
which becomes isomorphic to L,,,( - 1) upon complexification. 
A parametric Lie algebra of dimension 12 over the field [F is defined as a 
Lie algebra with basis elements b,, b,, . . . , 27, and a multiplication rule 
[bi,b,]= 5 y;ikbj 
j=l 
with multiplication constants that are subject to a set of algebraic equations 
and algebraic nonequations. 
The mathematical logician V. Weispfenning remarked recently that the 
classification task and its performance become much more elastic than the 
eleven steps given above (some of them causing unnecessary work) if 
the goal of the algorithm is declared as a (possibly redundant) survey of the 
Lie algebras 2 with 2.* as nilpotent frame in parametric form and if the 
survey is supplemented by an algorithm deciding the [F-isomorphy of any two 
given parametric solutions. This idea applies without difficulty to a given 
nilpotent Lie algebra X?* in parametric form. The corresponding solvable 
algebras simply require the use of further parameters in addition to the ones 
describing 2*. Those ideas will be explained in greater detail and in a more 
general setting in a forthcoming paper on parametric Lie algebras. 
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Another example of importance in mathematical physics is provided by 
the generalized Heisenberg algebras 
H 2n+1 = @e i 2 (Cp, /@qi), 
[Pi,9klz8ike, [Pi~p~l=~9i~9kl~~~~Pil~~~~9~l~0 
(i,k=1,2 )...) ?I). 
Here we have 
where we set 
Der,,g* = a377@sp(2n,@), 
Autc5?*=U(C)nXSp(2n,@), 
17(e) = 2e, rl(P,) = Pi, 77(9i)=9i (lGiGn), 
All(e) = Pe, hlL(p,)=hp,, All(q,)=Aq, (l<i<n), 
and the elements (Y = (~1 of the symplectic Lie algebra 












operate on the basis elements pi, 9i, e in accordance with the rule 
a(Pi) = f (ai+n,kPk + ai,k+n9k)T a(9i) = t (ai+n,kPk + ai,k+n9k)) 
k=l k=l 
(33a) 
a(e) = 0, (33b) 
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whereas the elements (Y = (ai,) of the symplectic group 
Sp(Zn,@) = (YlY E GL(2n,C) & YKYr= K} (33c) 
operate in accordance with (33a) and 
a(e) = e. (334 
For n = 1 the Heisenberg algebra 
H3 = L3,4 
[>I P 4 e 
t- 
P 0 e0 
4 -e 0 0 
e 0 0 0 
gives rise to only one solvable nonnilpotent algebra, 
For n = 2 the generalized Heisenberg algebra 
H5 = L5.2 
[ 7 1 Pl 41 P2 92 e 
Pl 0 e 
q1 -e 0 
P2 0 e 
92 -e 0 
e 0 
gives rise to the solvable nonnilpotent algebras 
L 
5,3 
1 > I h b, b, b, b, 
b, 0 b, b, 0 0 
b, -b, 0 -b, 0 0 
b, - b, b, 0 b, 0 
b, 0 0 -b, 0 0 
b, 0 0 0 0 0 
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L 5,4 
1 ) 1 b, 
h 0 
b! b3 b, bs 
2ib, -2b, + b, - b,-ib, ib, 0 
b2 -2ib, +2b, -b, 0 - ib, + b, b, - ib, 0 
b3 b, + ib, ib, - b, 0 b, 0 
b4 0 - b, + ib, - b5 0 0 
bs 0 0 0 0 0 
As another observation we realize that the transition from the solvable Lie 
algebra L5,5 = H3@L,,, to the nilpotent Lie algebra La, = H3@L2,1 can be 
interpreted as a Wigner-InGnii contraction [9] with transformation parameter 
A converging to 1. 
Generally speaking, if the ad, image of the Cartan subalgebra Cart(g) of 
the solvable Lie algebra L! over the complex field C is algebraic, then the 
transition from 2 to .2* can be interpreted as the Wigner-In6ni.i contraction 
x -+ x - AT(Z) (XEQ!) 
with real parameter A ranging between 0 and 1. The parameter value A = 0 
describes 2. As A varies over the half-open interval [0, 1) we obtain Lie 
algebras (L - AT)(~) isomorphic to 2. But for A converging to 1 we obtain 
2* in the limit. This is because 
~(2) = r(Cart(2)) = s(adz(Cart(2))) G adz(Cafl(G)), 
since the linear algebra ada(Cart(Q)> is algebraic. Hence there is an abelian 
subalgebra 2X, of Cart(c) for which 
2 =~I,+NR(~), 
and there is the isomorphism of 2 on (L - AT)(~) mapping a, + b on 
(L-Ar\7)[(1-A)-1a,+b] (u,E‘~I,, bENR(2)) if O<A<l. 
As a matter of fact, we shall show in [2] how to derive the Wigner-InGnii 
contractions of 2 to nilpotent algebras from our construction. An explicit 
construction of solvable Lie algebras from their nilpotent frames is described 
in Reference 10. 
Finally let us point out that the grading approach implicit in our 
construction brings about a novel integration of the additive and multiplica- 
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tive behavior of algebras, following the research program suggested by the 
late great algebraist A. A. Albert to replace the pursuit of isomorphies and 
homomorphies of algebras by the investigation of isotopic and homotopic 
changes. 
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